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“New beginnings” within a new normal for
the four futures

Jim Dator

Jim Dator is based at the
Department of Political
Science, University of
Hawaii at Manoa,
Honolulu, Hawaii, USA.

Abstract
Purpose – This paper aims to offer real and explicit reasons for viewing the futures of humanity and
Earth as positive, fulfilling and meaningful, if humans view it as such and act to make it so. The paper
incorporates the results of several recent research projects and activities that were based on the
assumptions of an earlier paper titled, “The Unholy Trinity, Plus One.” It argues that the conclusions of
the original paper are even more obvious and urgent than they were originally, and that while an
“alternative futures” perspective must always be the basis of any statements about or actions toward the
futures, the concerns of The Unholy Trinity, Plus One, are now part of a “new normal” that must be
incorporated in each of the alternatives. This paper emphasizes that this “new normal” is, and must be
prepared for as, a splendid opportunity for humans to start on new adventures; that one episode of
human history (based on cheap and abundant energy, a benign environment, effective government and
continued economic growth) is over, and a world with different challenges and opportunities for New
Beginnings has already opened up. It concludes by offering an example of how the transition might be
approached and managed positively and effectively.
Design/methodology/approach – Both papers relied heavily on a combination of trend analysis and
emerging issues analysis viewed through the lens of four generic alternative futures for understanding
continuing trends and anticipating new, emerging issues, and for then formulating appropriate
anticipatory responses to them.
Findings – The fundamental findings reconfirm and deepen the original findings – that it is far too late
to prevent or postpone the transformative effects of The Unholy Trinity, Plus One; that one must and can
prepare for and welcome them as providing humans now and in the immediate futures with an
opportunity for innovation, identity, meaning and vibrant lives. The research and practical experiences
and simulations illuminated ways in which these positive futures might be achieved.
Research limitations/implications – It is urgent that humans now turn their attention from either
denying the fact of overwhelming change or trying to prop up old economic, governmental and
educational systems, and begin to invent new systems that are appropriate for making the transition
from the old environment to new ones.
Social implications – At the end of the paper, the authors offer one example of a successful transition,
based on the research. It is presented as though humans are in Hawaii in the future, after oil has stopped
flowing, along with the imported food, products and tourists upon which humans are now entirely
dependent, and Hawaii has once again become entirely self-sufficient and prosperous.
Originality/value – The main focus of the paper, in contrast to most that deal with this issue, is to
encourage readers not only to consider the inevitability of rapid and extensive social, environmental,
resource and institutional change, but also, by viewing the situation as a positive, welcomed opportunity
for innovation and improvement, actually to make it so.

Keywords Discipline, Alternative futures, Anthropocene epoch, Collapse, Continued growth,
Transform

Paper type Research paper

Alternative futures and a new normal

Since the mid-1970s, it has been a hallmark of the “Manoa School of Futures Studies” to
insist that it is not possible to “predict” “The Future,” but that instead “Alternative Futures”
can and should be “forecasted,” and “Preferred Futures” envisioned, designed and
invented, on a continuing basis (Dator, 1979, 2009b).

Michael Miller (MA candidate
in the Department of Political
Science, and Senior
Researcher, Industrial
Relations Center, University of
Hawaii at Manoa, Honolulu,
Hawaii) wrote the inspiring
scenario at the end of this
essay that describes how
Hawaii should anticipate and
so respond positively to the
opportunities for
self-sufficiency afforded by the
complete collapse of Hawaii’s
current political economy.
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It has further been our contention that all of the billions of “images of the futures” that can
be found in the hearts, minds, plans and actions of most humans within the “developed”
and “developing” worlds can be understood to be specific examples of one of four
“generic” “alternative futures” that we have labeled as “grow,” “collapse,” “discipline” or
“transform.” These terms were labels that we gave to piles of empirically derived, actually
existing, “images of the future” that we repeatedly observed in the real world. While we
named the four generic categories ourselves, we did not invent the multitude of images that
we find to be representatives of one of the four categories or another. Not only do we
believe that these four categories of images of the future capture all really existing images
of the future, but also we use these four generic categories whenever we consult with
clients, or otherwise research “futures of X,” where “X” is anything.

We have not changed our view about any of this (though the details of specific examples
of each of the four generic categories are constantly changing over time as new
technologies, ideologies, people, fears and hopes have risen and old ones fallen in
centrality). But we have recently come to the conclusion that certain processes that
previously were among the defining features of just one or two of the four categories
(specifically, collapse and/or discipline) have now become so obvious, dominant and
determinative, that we believe that they have now become part of a “new normal” that must
underlie our development and use of all four of the generic images of the futures.

This new normal might be called “The Anthropocene Epoch” (Crutzen, 2002), or the
“Homogenocene Era” (Farmer, 2011). The new normal might be the consequences of what
Richard Slaughter (2010), a former president of the World Futures Studies Federation,
describes as The Biggest Wake-Up Call in History. The emergence or absence of the new
normal can be viewed to be the de facto dispute underlying the “Megacrisis” debate
spurred by Bill Halal and Michael Marien (Halal and Marien, 2011; Ramos, 2011).

It certainly is manifested in “The Unholy Trinity, Plus One” (Dator, 2009a), and signals the
arrival and initial engulfment of the world by the “Tsunamis of Change” that we have
advised that humanity would need to surf just about now, an early example of which is
(Dator, 1990).

In other words, while some will disagree, we believe it is no longer possible to argue about
the existence of global climate change and sea-level rise; the end of cheap and abundant
oil before equally cheap and abundant energy sources come online (thus contributing to
major shortages in water and food); the non-viability of the global neoliberal economic
system with no alternative and equitable economic system anywhere in sight; and the
inability of any current systems of governance – most dramatically those of the USA – to
address any of these issues effectively. All of these issues are now too obvious to ignore.
They are no longer elements of one or two alternative futures as they once were. They are
driving forces of all futures. What remains uncertain (and thus should and will be the subject
of dispute and of varying alternative images of the futures) is the exact quantity, quality,
impact and – most importantly – individual and collective response of humanity and the
planet to each and all of them.

From Surfing Tsunami to The Unholy Trinity, Plus One

Over the years, I have used different metaphors to capture the essence and power of these
issues. For many years, I have used a metaphor that is natural to Hawaii: “Surfing Tsunami
of Change.” I metaphorically see the future coming toward us in the present in sets of
mighty waves that we must study carefully and prepare ourselves to “surf” for survival, fun
and fulfillment. Unfortunately, the concerns dominating actual political and economic
discourse and attention for at least the past 40 years have been entirely petty and trivial
compared to the necessity of preparing to surf the onrushing tsunami. We are like
picnic-goers, our backs to the beach, complaining about the sand in our sandwiches, the
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ants in our cantaloupes and who forgot to bring the hot sauce for our hotdogs. Meanwhile,
the roar of the surf increases as the tide rises to wipe all of our petty concerns away.

For many years, I typically identified the dominant individual tsunami to be in the areas of
demography, energy, environment, economy, culture, technology and governance. Each is
separate but interrelated, as sets of waves always are, and each is composed of many
interacting and complex parts that need to be understood as well.

More recently, I have reduced the issues to three – energy, environment and economics –
that I now call “The Unholy Trinity,” adding a fourth factor – governance – so that my
metaphor now is “The Unholy Trinity, Plus One.”

As many Christians know, the doctrine of the Holy Trinity is a fundamental belief, as difficult
to explain as it is to understand fully – or correctly. It states (and here I run the risk of heresy)
that God is One, but in Three Persons. Not three gods but one God: God the Father, as
Creator; God the Son, as Redeemer; God the Holy Spirit, as Guide and Comforter. While
traditional Christianity holds all three to be equal and eternal, at various times, some
Christians have emphasized one more than the other two. For example, it is often said that
America is a Christian nation because the Founding Fathers were Christians who frequently
mentioned God in their political documents. That is true, but the God they mentioned was
seldom Jesus or the Holy Spirit. It was God as Creator – and a creator who did not
subsequently interfere in human affairs, as he had created the world and equipped humans
with reason such that humans could come to understand the operations of the world, and
mold it, and social institutions made in accordance to it (such as the US Constitution) for
human purposes (Cousins, 1958).

In contrast, at the present time, Jesus is very popular among many groups of Christians. He
is evoked as a dear friend and intimate counselor – a person who cares about you
personally and will help you make decisions, understand hardships and strive to lead a
godly life. At the same time, certain Pentecostal/Charismatic Christian groups believe they
are led by the Spirit to do acts of prophecy and healing (Elzey, 1975). And yet, orthodox
Christianity insists the three are one and equal in power, love and worthiness of our
devotion (Fortmann, 1972).

I use the metaphor of the Unholy Trinity to emphasize the fact that there are three processes
operating in the world now that need to be viewed – but seldom are viewed – as aspects
of one phenomenon, and not as three separate entities. The Unholy Trinity metaphor
illustrates our tragedy: three interrelated but ignored (as a unity) issues loom. From time to
time, people will focus hysterically on one of the three, while either ignoring the other two
or, indeed more tragically, expecting to find solutions to the one in each or both of the other
two. Like the Holy Trinity, people seldom understand that the three are one and the one is
three. The global economic collapse from 2007 dramatically brought some fiscal aspects
of the Unholy Trinity to the minds of many people. While economists and the so-called “one
per cent” may proclaim that the economy is recovering, most human beings know that is
not the case – or, rather, if it actually is the case, that there is something very seriously
wrong with our economic system that requires its urgent replacement with an economy that
serves the needs of humans, rather than the other way around. They are appalled, for
example, when they are told they need to produce more children because there is no other
way to keep the economy growing than to produce more consumers; or that they should
accept wage cuts so the economy may grow; or that they should go deeper into debt to
acquire things they do not really want and certainly do not need to keep the economy
growing. A real economy provides people the things they need and want; it does not
require people to want (through mind-manipulation called “advertising”) and to acquire
(through easy but usurious credit) things just to keep the economy growing.

Of course, almost all arguments about how to get or keep the economy growing again
assume that there will be plenty of cheap and abundant energy in the future as there has
been in the past. Indeed, most are quite unaware that much of the reason why we have had
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200 years of more or less continuous economic, population, health, education, other and
related kinds of growth is because fuel has been cheap and abundant – first coal and then
petroleum. Without either of these – and especially petroleum which is simply a marvelous
energy source in so many ways – our current standards of living would be now vastly
different from what they were for most people for most of human history – and may be soon,
within the foreseeable future.

When challenged on this point, most economists and people who believe them say that as
one kind of fuel becomes scarce and hence expensive, other kinds of energy sources will
come on line to fill the potential gap. Most people (who of course want to believe this is the
case) do believe it is the case, but are not typically prepared to do the other, technical,
scientific, political and educational things necessary to ensure that it actually is the case.
So almost all effort is spent on getting and keeping the old economy growing.

At the same time, most people focusing on getting the economy growing again are
unconcerned about the environmental consequences of past and future growth, assuming
continued growth is possible. Though their numbers may be declining, many deny the
existence of new, serious environmental challenges, such as global climate change and
sea-level rise, or serious contamination of land, water and ocean resources by industrial
processes and waste disposal. They focus only on continuing economic growth.

Similarly, public concern about energy supplies comes and goes with the rise and fall of oil
prices and as new declarations of imminent glut are followed by price rises and warnings
of dearth – though that awareness is seldom connected to the fact that there are
fundamentally diminishing supplies of oil and thus ultimately continuingly rising prices – but
only if economic growth continues: during recessions, demand for oil declines and thus so
does price while supply increases. As a consequence, irresponsible sources proclaim that
not only is there no scarcity, there is in fact a glut – as indeed there may be until growth
starts up again and the reality of scarcity re-emerges. New oil fields, new ways of obtaining
old oil and new ways to use gas and oil are proclaimed to the public in ways that mask the
exceedingly inconvenient truth that most supplies of cheap and abundant oil have already
run out. Moreover, while many alternative sources of energy do indeed exist in principle –
and have existed in principle since the first futurists warned 40 years ago of the impending
end of cheap and abundant oil – no alternative source or networks of energy sources exist
in comparable reality now, and may not emerge in time, price and abundance to continue
to propel our current energy-dependent ways of living smoothly into the futures.

While most energy scientists know better, many energy systems managers, owners and
investors believe the economists who say that any shortage of oil or other conventional
energy sources will be temporary because economic systems will provide the money
necessary to find new and better energy sources. They do not heed, or believe, warnings
that the economic system itself is incapable of producing the huge amounts of capital
necessary to produce the energy transformation – from the basic and applied research, to
the creation and development of new networks (even highly localized ones) of energy
delivery, to the maintenance and repair and continuous updating of energy supplies and
delivery. Just as the economists think there will be plenty of cheap energy to power the
economy, so also many energy experts assume there will be plenty of money – or debt
instruments – to fund future energy systems, as each only focuses on its own person of the
Unholy Trinity. Moreover, few of them worry seriously about the environmental
consequences of old or new energy systems, and the increasing necessity of spending
more and more energy, money and attention to recovering from disasters and adapting to
climate change, sea-level rise and other environmental challenges caused by past energy
and economic systems.

Severe hurricanes, unprecedented flooding and loss of life and property, prolonged
drought and heat waves temporarily make people fret about global climate change, and
demand something be done about it, until the skies clear, the temperature becomes
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temperate and the water temporarily recedes. In the meantime, rather than seriously
helping to prepare people for the inevitable novel environmental challenges and
opportunities that are emerging, governments pause from their stultifying arguments about
trivial issues and find the money to rush bloated, one-off payments to blighted areas by
cutting funding needed elsewhere.

There is growing awareness among some people, expressed in the Trinity metaphor, that
the Earth may be past the environmental tipping point. It is now not possible to stop climate
change, sea-level rise and the rest, much less to reverse them, even if we were suddenly
to decide to do so. The only option now is to accept and embrace substantial environmental
change as new issues demanding our attention. Of course, as things stand now, we will
have to do so with inadequate energy and with a global economic system that is rigged
only to make environmental matters even more novel and challenging.

The Rio global conference on the environment in 1992 produced great hope at the time and
for years thereafter. Rio�20 that convened in June 2012 produced nothing but denial, stale
promises and deepening despond. Official media and decision makers from almost all
developed countries ignored the potentially important event (Watts and Ford, 2012).

Moreover, a week after Rio�20, ExxonMobil CEO Rex Tillerson frankly admitted to the
prestigious American Council on Foreign Relations that burning fossil fuels is indeed
warming the planet. “Clearly there is going to be an impact,” he said. This was stunning
news. It was the first time that an Exxon official had publically acknowledged the reality of
anthropomorphic climate change. Tillerson (2012) also acknowledged that drilling for oil
and gas necessarily involves the possibility of damaging spills and environmental pollution.

But Tillerson declared all of these things are manageable and well worth the risk. Most
startlingly, Tillerson said that he was certain that people will adapt to rising seas and climate
change. “We have spent our entire existence adapting.” “It’s an engineering problem and
there will be an engineering solution” (Tillerson, 2012).

On the one hand, this is a courageous and refreshing statement: “we have to adapt to what
humans have done to the environment, and we can and will adapt.” I agree that we
absolutely must face the reality of climate change with this positive, can-do optimism. We
cannot any longer call the recognition of climate change a “doom and gloom” attitude. It is
far too late for that. It is what it will be, and we must encourage our children and
grandchildren to embrace their future honestly, openly and positively (Tillerson, 2012).

On the other hand, Tillerson’s remark seems to be the height of typical human hubris: “there
will be an engineering solution.” Clearly human history shows that for every engineering
solution, a myriad of human and environmental challenges have resulted unexpectedly;
some of them eventually proving to be useful and progressive, while others have turned out
to be debilitating and destructive. Incautious “engineering solutions” may or may not be the
best way to approach our futures.

The Anthropocene epoch

According to the terminology of contemporary geology, through the 4.5 billion years of its
existence, the Earth has gone through many lengthy periods of substantial change,
dynamic stability, substantial change, dynamic stability [. . .], called, according to their
relative lengths, “Eras,” “Periods” or “Epochs.” They are related to the origin of the universe,
the origin of the solar system, of Earth and our Moon (or two moons that became the Moon),
the eventual origin of life, perhaps more than once, followed by a series of extinctions or
near extinctions, and flourishings, and extinctions, and ice ages (maybe even when Earth
was a giant snowball), until only an eye blink ago when primates and then a special branch
of primates eventually self-designated, Homo sapiens, and then more extravagantly
self-named Homo sapiens sapiens emerged – namely, us: The current Crowns of Creation
and Rulers of the Universe.
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The epoch during which humans evolved in the warmth following the last ice age is called
the Holocene and is but a tiny, tiny sliver at the end of linear depictions of all of Earth’s
epochs, periods and eras. Nonetheless, even though humans are extremely recent arrivals
in the overall cosmological, geological and biological evolutionary processes, some
scientists are now saying that the Earth and all its inhabitants are moving from the Holocene
epoch into the Anthropocene epoch.

Those who say we are entering the Anthropocene epoch wish to show that humans have
now become a major geological force. Though we only recently evolved into sentient
beings ourselves, we have in the last 40,000 years or so, and especially in the last 8,000
years, and 300 years, and 100 years, influenced every geological and biological process
on Earth that once operated “naturally” (that is to say, “without human influence” – of
course, humans are part of “nature” and so we are to that extent acting “naturally” whatever
we do. It cannot be otherwise).

All living things influence their environment. All evolution is symbiotic – a mutual
interrelationship between an organism and its environment. But humans have become
something quite unprecedented on this Earth. As someone put it, “there is no place on
Earth where the hand of man has not set foot!” We find human influence, more or less
significant, everywhere in the biosphere. Moreover, human influence is increasing
everywhere, every day. This is not something new for humans – not something that only
industrial humans, or “western man,” have done recently. To the contrary, wherever early
humans have moved out of Africa and across the globe, the local flora and fauna have all
let out the cry: “Here come the humans! There goes the neighborhood.” The evidence is
clear that humans have long had a major role in shaping the planet, exterminating species
and modifying existing ones.

The only thing that is different about recent human activity is the scope of our abilities to
modify “nature”; our biospheric reach across time and across space. Humans do things
that not only impact life everywhere on the planet now, but also that last for thousands of
years into the future. It was difficult for us to reach so far into the future and across the
planet before the scientific-technological revolution of 200-300 years ago. And now, with
our universities and research laboratories making new scientific discoveries and pouring
out new technologies and processes every day, humans are changing the world far faster
than ever before. So we are in a new geological epoch, the Anthropocene.

But there is more to it than that. Humans are changing the world faster than we are
understanding it. While what our scientists know about the world is extraordinarily
impressive, and while new discoveries are announced every day, there is still much we do
not know. Indeed, there may be much we do not even know about. We don’t know we don’t
know because we don’t know it. We are discovering our ignorance and errors as fast as we
are gaining new understanding, and yet we go on changing the world.

That is the key. Perhaps it would have been better if we had first understood the processes
of nature and then changed them (if we decided they needed changing, or had to be
changed to achieve some other goal). But we did not do that. And now it is too late to do
anything except take responsibility for what we have done and are continuing to do. As
Walter Truett Anderson said some time ago, for us now to decide to wait until we
understand nature better before we act is like telling a teenager that she should wait and
not go through puberty until she is older and wiser and can understand the changes she
is going through. No doubt that is true, but it is not very helpful. We absolutely cannot or will
not voluntarily stop interfering with nature. So we must learn how “to govern evolution” even
while we shape it more and more directly (Anderson, 1987).

So the world is on the verge of doing something very, very big: either ending many
thousands of years of interference with nature and trying to find a way to balance our
ecological debt, or engaging in “geoengineering” on a far more massive scale than ever
before – such as purposely putting material into the atmosphere to induce global cooling
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by exploding nuclear bombs, or causing volcanoes massively to erupt, or seeding the
oceans to produce algae blooms, or [. . .].

Or we will do nothing but continue irresponsibly on, focusing on petty wars, squabbles and
terrors, and let nature decide what to do about us, including getting rid of us entirely and
starting anew.

Four futures in the Anthropocene epoch

Once upon a time, these issues were the basis for two of our four alternative futures – either
collapse or discipline. From now on, each of the four generic alternative futures that we will
develop for clients and ourselves will be based on the new normal that these once-future,
now-current and continuing processes present us. There can still be futures of continued
economic growth, collapse, discipline or transformation, but each must be built upon the
basis of the new normal.

Of course, each of the four futures will embrace these issues differently. They will provide
reasons for and factors supporting continued economic activities for the grow image: More
CO2 means more plants will grow faster and bigger. Warmer climates means more need for
air-conditioning which means more factories and more jobs. Melting of the Arctic ice cap
finally gives us the Northwest Passage that has been sought for so long (and also opens
possible new sites for oil-drilling). Sea-level rise provides wonderful opportunities for new
shoreline developments while razing the old. The end of cheap and abundant oil means
there will be great economic incentives for finding new, cheaper and more abundant
energy sources. Less potable water in wells and rivers provides opportunities for
desalination of salt water, perhaps using the waste heat of nuclear energy plants. Life will
be good. Growth will continue. Wealth will be abundant, and if not fairly distributed, yet
another incentive for more people to work even harder to become rich.

The same factors of the new normal will underline the bright future offered by the collapse
of the old world. With no oil and no cheap and abundant substitute, with a non-functioning
economy and governance and with unprecedented environmental conditions, we will all be
in a wonderful situation of New Beginnings. No more will we be restrained by old beliefs,
policies and processes. They simply won’t work. So we will have to release our pent-up
creativity and imagination, and become social inventors on a scale unknown previously.
Oh, to be young again in such a brave, new world with no guides or rudders or chains but
those of your own making!

Which of course is what disciplined societies are all about – guiding, chaining, exhorting,
restraining, channeling us in certain directions and away from other pursuits. The elements
of new normal were once largely the components of a disciplined image of the futures in
contrast with a grow future and in defense against collapse. Now discipline can focus more
finely on the philosophical/theological/ideological underpinnings and on the active
instruments of discipline itself, and less on the justifications for discipline which will be
assumed.

Transformational futures will reveal how the instruments and processes that addressed the
elements of the new normal were so powerful that they not only successfully overcame
those elements but also transformed all aspects of society itself. Abundance is so
extensive, nature is so transfigured, energy and materials are so miniaturized, animated
and omnipresent, Homo sapiens so marginalized in the company of a multitude of
autonomous artilects, Earth so diminished in a solar system teeming with post-biological life
that the new normal itself is transcended, and replaced with novel challenges and
opportunities to which they contributed but which are now altered beyond recognition or
anticipation.

It is necessary to remember that none of the four futures is a prediction. None is either a
“worst case scenario” or a “utopia.” Each has its set of conditions for optimism and
pessimism, for good and evil, for pleasure or pain. None is intended to be a preferred
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future. Each is to be experienced, explored, savored and respected for its own sake and
used as a stepping-stone toward the creation and constant re-creation of preferred futures
as time goes by and new generations of life rise and fall endlessly while our petty concerns
of the moment fade forever away.

Preparing a self-sufficient Hawaii for the Anthropocene

Nonetheless, I must confess that the implications of the new normal might be most
dramatically felt within the collapse scenario that, as I said, must be anticipated and
prepared for as a wonderful new opportunity for humanity to begin all over again. We have
explored what this might mean in reality in several projects in the Alternative Futures
Graduate Option and Hawaii Research Center for Futures Studies of the University of
Hawaii at Manoa. One was part of a multi-year project involving faculty members and
students in architecture, education and futures studies focusing on futures of higher
education (Dator et al., 2013).

Another studied what it would take for Hawaii to be self-sufficient when the oil runs out, the
food and consumer goods and tourists stop flowing in, and Hawaii must provide for all of
the needs of its more than 1 million inhabitants again – again, because some scholars
believe that prosperous, self-sufficient Hawaii had about 1 million inhabitants when Captain
Cook happened upon it in 1778 (Stannard, 1989), though the ravages of disease,
deculturalization and exploitation eventually reduced those 1 million to about 40,000 native
Hawaiians by 1890. The Hawaii that Captain Cook encountered was a tightly organized
disciplined society functioning – amazingly enough – entirely without writing.

So within its recent history, Hawaii has gone from being a successful disciplined society, to
total collapse, and to modern transformation (Honolulu had electric lights well before most
other cities of the world did), before it became the reluctant appendage within the American
continued growth empire that it is now. Can Hawaii negotiate the transition from collapse
(along with the American empire) to New Beginnings and perhaps then to discipline or –
heart be still – transformation over the coming decades?

Jorge Friedrichs made a significant contribution to the discussion of how to prepare for and
respond to at least the “Peak Oil” portion of the Unholy Trinity (Friedrichs, 2010). He says
that history suggests that there might be at least three responses to a peak oil situation:

1. “Predatory militarism” with Japan before the Pacific War as an example.

2. “Totalitarian Retrenchment” with North Korea as an example.

3. “Socioeconomic adaptation” with Cuba as an example, both latter examples arising
after the collapse of communism in 1990.

Friedrichs (2010, p. 4,566) speculates that the USA and China would respond by predatory
militarism; Europe might resort to totalitarian retrenchment; while “many people in
developing countries may be able to mitigate the effects of peak oil by reverting to
community-based values and a subsistence lifestyle. Equally provocatively, Friedrichs
suggests that even if alternative energy solutions are found that can eliminate the impact of
peak oil, historical evidence also suggests the many humans are unable or unwilling to
make the changes the new conditions require. As his example here, he uses the failure of
the Old South – even now, 150 years later – to adopt the socioeconomic system of the North
following what he calls “The War of Secession” (known by the victorious North and thus
officially in American textbooks as the “American Civil War,” while it is still often referred to
in the defeated South as “The War of Northern Aggression”). “Dixie is a cautionary tale for
those who believe that, after peak oil, there will be an easy technological upgrade”
(Friedrichs, 2010, p. 4,567).

At the end of our original “Unholy Trinity, Plus One” paper, we included a section on Cuba
as a positive response to the Unholy Trinity. Among other things, we emphasized how much
people’s health improved with very little energy for transportation but walking and bicycling,
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and with a diet primarily of fruits and vegetables instead of meat and fast-foods. Friedrich
emphasizes that when Soviet oil, goods and food stopped flowing into the Cuba, and the
USA tightened its embargo around the islands, Cuba still had tightly knit local communities,
even in the cities, with values of sharing and cooperating. Indeed, crime decreased in
Cuba when times were bad.

While Hawaii has been very much influenced by all of the changes that the USA has
undergone over its history, local communities and local values of sharing and cooperating
still exist in Hawaii, and should be nurtured and strengthened in preparation for the Unholy
Trinity, we believe, as Michael Miller makes clear in his narrative of how Hawaii survived
and thrived during and after the collapse that allowed for New Beginnings.

What follows is description written from the future by Michael Miller, a graduate student in
the Alternative Futures Option, describing how his family and others in Hawaii prepared for
and thrived during the transition from total dependence on outside resources to total local
self-sufficiency. This is a modified version of a paper he wrote for one of the classes
mentioned above that discussed ways in which Hawaii might address the possible impact
of The Unholy Trinity, Plus One, to make the transition as gracefully and peacefully as
possible. Miller himself was initially extremely skeptical, convinced that violence will be
widespread as the current system crumbles, but the deeper he got into the research and
writing, the more he felt that it might be possible for Hawaii to make a generally peaceful
transition if people in Hawaii were to prepare for it now – which, truth be told, we are not.

Here is his story:

A Maui farmer, named Simon Russell, posed a question that was published in the Honolulu Civil
Beat (“Hawaii Needs Food Sovereignty Now” February 13, 2013). He asks: “If the boats and
planes stopped coming tomorrow, what would we do? Could we survive, and if not, what would

be an acceptable level of preparedness for that possible occurrence?”

Many people living in Hawaii have voiced concerns similar to those raised by this Maui
farmer. What should my family do to prepare for a collapse of our current sources of energy
water, and food; of our environment, our economy and our government? In asking these
questions, the realization of the extent of our unpreparedness hits home. We made a
personal decision to try to find some answers and to think about the concepts of descent
and collapse in the context of the Hawaiian geo-political environment.

The Hawaiian Archipelago is one the most isolated places on the Earth and one of the last
to be discovered and inhabited by humans at all. For several thousand years – before
contact with the West in 1778 – each of the islands supported growing populations quite
well, though toward the end of the pre-contact period, Hawaiians were able to do so only
by creating highly organized and disciplined land and labor management systems based
on very intensive agricultural practices and fish farming and a deep respect for the aina –
the land. Since contact, and especially since the military takeover of Hawaii as a colony by
the USA in 1893-1898 and then its incorporation into the USA as the 50th state in 1959,
Hawaii has become less and less self-sufficient and more and more dependent on its
integration into and the continued successful operation of numerous US and global
political-economic processes for its survival and its prosperity.

Whenever these processes have been disrupted – and they have been disrupted
frequently over the past 200-plus years – the residents of Hawaii have suffered acutely.
Typically, things returned to normal – that is to say, the vital supply lines were restored –
within a few days. Sometimes recovery took weeks, months and even years for some parts
of Hawaii.

What might happen if the supply lines were cut permanently – or at least for many
decades – so that Hawaii was forced to fend for itself with local resources only? What might
happen if the cut of supply lines was sudden, total and unanticipated? What if the process
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was gradual enough that preparations could be made for transition from external
dependence to local self-sufficiency?

We decided that we would take seriously the warnings of The Unholy Trinity, Plus One, and
of the “new normal” resulting from it, and so try to determine what should be done now and
subsequently in anticipation of many temporary interim disruptions of supply lines that
might precede their complete disruption and thus the self-sufficiency of Hawaii within a
decade or so.

The first thing we did was to determine as clearly as we could the current situation of Hawaii
in relation to dependency versus self-sufficiency. Hawaii is composed of eight inhabited
islands with a total resident population of about 1.4 million people. Total inhabitable land
area is about 6,400 square miles, with an overall average density of 217 persons per
square mile. This is the 11th highest density of any state in the USA. However, 70 per cent
of the population of Hawaii is located in Honolulu, on the island of Oahu which has an area
of only about 600 square miles and an average population density of 1,600 per square
mile. Oahu also has about 5 million visitors a year, with about 50,000 visitors being in
Honolulu on any given day. There is also a resident military population of about 70,000
persons, plus dependents.

Residential population growth has been steady since World War II, rising from 500,000 in
1950 to 1.4 million now, with similar growth projected to continue indefinitely. The ethnic/
cultural mix of the population has changed over that time with the native Hawaiian and part
Hawaiian portion being a comparatively small minority. Indeed, there has been no
“majority” group in Hawaii over this period. The largest single group is composed of
Japanese-Americans, but their relative numbers have declined as White, Filipino and, very
recently, other Pacific Island populations have grown. According to the 2010 US Census,
the ethnic mix in Hawaii is Asian: 38.6 per cent; two or more races: 23.6 per cent; White:
22.7 per cent; Native Hawaiian and Other Pacific Islander: 10 per cent; Hispanic/Latino: 8.9
per cent; Black: 1.6 per cent; American Indian and Alaska Native: 0.3 per cent.

Most residents live in small houses on tiny tracts of land that they either own or lease. Many
live in three- or four-storey walk-up apartments, or in high-rise condominiums. Very few
indeed have any land that can be used for cultivation of food, and fewer still have any of the
resources or skills needed for subsistence farming, fishing or hunting.

Hawaii is separated from (or, if you will, connected to) the US mainland (the closest
continental land mass) by 2,500 miles of Pacific Ocean that must be traversed by air or sea
transport. At the present time, about 90 per cent of all food in Hawaii is flown or shipped in.
For a period in the late nineteenth and early twentieth century, Hawaii was known for its
agricultural exports of sugarcane and pineapples, but these are long gone as major crops,
and more and more land has been given over to urban development. There are truck farms
on all islands providing some very small amounts of food for local markets, but much local
agriculture land and labor is devoted to export items such as coffee, nuts and flowers.
Hawaii is currently totally incapable of sustaining itself at all with locally grown food, and
has only a few days of food surplus in its stores and warehouses.

In spite of having abundant sunshine; strong prevailing winds; and generous geothermal,
wave, biomass and ocean thermal energy conversion resources, Hawaii’s decision makers
allowed the neoliberal global economic system to make the state almost entirely – about 85
per cent – dependent on imported oil and a little coal for all its energy sources. Airplanes,
ships and all motorized ground transportation run on imported petroleum; the continued
cheap abundant supply of which is in very serious doubt.

Essentially all potable water comes from a freshwater lens that is refreshed only by rain, and
is constantly threatened by drought; salt-water intrusion; and, increasingly, pollution from
pesticides and fertilizers once used by the sugarcane and pineapple producers, and by
the paving over and hardening of land that should absorb the rain. Water is pumped out of
the lens and then pumped to high locations for distribution to local users – where it often
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has to be pumped once again. Without energy, the pumps won’t work and the water will
cease to flow. There is of course abundant ocean water that could be desalinized, but that
takes energy that is not in sufficient affordable abundance. Severe conflicts over water exist
now and are likely to increase even without energy disruption.

Hawaii has absolutely none of the mining or manufacturing resources needed to produce
any metal or plastic products locally. Even its lumber resources are extremely limited. After
collapse, residents might learn how to reuse or put to new use whatever manufactured
products remained on the islands, but no new materials will appear except those that
somehow float onto shore as they did in the years before contact with the West.
Maintenance and repair of roads, sewers, garbage, water systems, buildings and the rest
will soon become impossible due to lack of materials and energy.

Hawaii is subject to drought, prolonged heavy rains with mudslides and floods, hurricanes,
earthquakes and tsunami, the effects of which can range from inconvenient to disruptive to
catastrophic.

Given that background, the following is a description of how one lifelong resident in Hawaii
imagined the response of his family and friends to descent and collapse.

The preparatory steps that my family and I took with respect to the possibility of an energy
collapse were first to learn how to recognize the signs of an impending collapse. We made
a concerted effort to keep informed by monitoring the news relative to specific identifiers
that pointed to a possible collapse. We developed a methodology to distinguish between
what we could individually do and what required collective effort in the event certain
collapse indicators surfaced. We prepared ourselves mentally and emotionally for a
collapse in order to maintain a presence of mind when the time came. We learned to
understand human behavior in crisis situations, including altruistic, peaceful and
cooperative behaviors, as well as violent, destructive and selfish behaviors. We trained
ourselves on how to deal peacefully with violent people.

We developed specific contingency action plans for each member of the family. We
repeatedly drilled individually and as a family on contingency plan implementation. One
example of these drills involved living in our apartment without electricity for a period of
time. Another was the use of alternative transportation in the event we could not get
gasoline for the car. We educated ourselves on the basics of agriculture, fishing,
tool-making and the use of weapons. We understood the importance of having access to
water, and identified the physical location of sources of water on the island. We assembled
home evacuation and first-aid kits consisting of the basic things that we would need if
forced onto the streets. We stockpiled a limited amount of some specific items of food,
water, medications, soap and other necessities including ammunition. We gathered an
assortment of tools, seeds, fishing tackle, agricultural implements, water purification
devices, bicycles and repair equipment. Most importantly, we discovered the necessity of
building a core group of persons who would unite into an extended quick response team
in the event of a collapse. We engaged in the actual building of this quick response team
and expanded it to over 230 persons. All of the preparation that was implemented for my
family was also recommended for the quick response teams. Preparation went on for some
time and accelerated as the signs and indicators of an impending collapse became more
apparent.

We reckoned that movement toward collapse would be primarily triggered by processes
and events occurring in the transportation of food and oil imported to Hawaii.
Transportation and distribution indicators became key factors in monitoring the descent
process. Air transportation indicators were measured by the number of airline carriers,
number of flights and number of tourist arrivals. Marine transportation indicators were
measured by the number and frequency of food and oil shipments to Hawaii. Ground
transportation indicators were measured by the cost, number and frequency of truck
distributions of food and oil products. All of these indicators were translated into what the
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public feels in terms of price increases of goods and services, and in the distribution and
access problems of food and gasoline. Knowing where we stood on the descent ladder
became critical to our mental and physical preparedness.

As these events unfolded, and the energy, economic, environmental conditions worsened,
coupled with the inability of government to function, we and our quick-response team
members made adjustments in our level of preparedness. This is to say, we not only
adjusted psychologically and physically to greater deprivation, but also we implemented
our preparedness plans as best we could at each descent level. For example, as shortages
occurred we shared our limited resources in order to maintain the integrity and viability of
our quick-response team. Team unity and cooperation was the most essential part of our
preparedness plan.

The day for hard decisions eventually arrived for my family. We lived in the City and
County of Honolulu located on the island of Oahu. Vendor access to food ceased some
time ago and we were surviving on the small amount of stockpiles that we stored in our
apartment. These stockpiles are now almost depleted. We kept hoping for a resumption
of our supply lines by some outside intervention and an end to our isolation. But we did
not count on it. Rather, we assumed that the lines were cut for good. The last public
notice we received said that all citizens were to remain in their homes. This was not
possible. Our apartment was totally dependent upon electricity as an energy supplier.
Electricity had been disrupted, off and on, for some time, and then it was completely
shut down. This meant that we were not only cut off from sources of information such as
television, radio, telephone and Internet, but also that we had no lights, no running
water, no refrigeration, no cooking, no garbage disposal, no elevators and no ability to
flush the toilet, bathe or do laundry. Our supplies of food, drinking water and medication
were depleted. We also had no means of transportation but our feet and a few bicycles.
Our neighbors were all in a similar situation.

We had to leave our homes, and weighed our options. There were about 415,500
households in Hawaii that were similarly affected. We all needed a place of safety with
access to water and food. The first logical response, once we were on the streets, was to
form up in groups to make our way to locations where we had determined we could obtain
the necessities.

We were on the street and full of apprehension. We quickly came to the conclusion that
the gathering together of the population into clusters would center around places of
safety based on the extended family, support groups (friends and family), ethnic and
racial groups and gangs derived from former police officers, former National Guard
units, former military units, ethnic gangs, youth gangs, religious groups, labor unions,
organized criminal groups and inmates of correctional facilities. A number of these
groups had access to firearms. While all visitors, many long-time as well as recent
residents, and most US military personnel had long ago fled the state, a remnant of
military personnel remained in Hawaii. There were about 4,500 police personnel
statewide. Other potential armed groups were private security guards, prison guards
and members of the sheriff’s office. Those of the 3,600 inmates of Hawaii’s correctional
facilities who were not killed during prison riots were either released or escaped. While
many became valued members of certain population clusters, the asocial behavior of
others increased during the crisis.

We reasoned that those groups that had gathered together early would have gained the
ability to defend themselves, to control sources of fresh clean water, and to secure access
to sources of food. They would have a greater opportunity for overcoming the crisis. But
what could our family offer to others that would encourage them to allow us to join with
them? We had no special knowledge of water resources, no agricultural experience and no
fishing acumen. We came to the realization that we had nothing of value to support a
petition for inclusion. However, we were not willing to do what some others did to survive,
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such as threatening, harming or killing others. How could we compete with those who were
violent or better able to perform the physical labor necessary for survival? We presented
our fears to the members of our quick-response team. We came to realize that we did have
one thing of value. We had knowledge and experience of altruism and peaceful
cooperation by virtue of our neighborhood, volunteer, fraternal, religious or union
affiliations. We had prepared for this contingency all our lives long. We were able to gather
together scattered individuals who were like ourselves, having no special survival skills, by
means of persuasion alone of the value of cooperation. People like us – the poor, the weak,
those with empty hands – were able to create power by our numbers and unity. We helped
build a labor force that was of great value to those who controlled the sources of water and
food.

Our quick response team went out into the streets, approaching others with this simple
message. We were rejected by some, but to our surprise, many more were receptive. We
argued that together we have strength. We built a unity around this argument of those who
individually had little power, but collectively had something of great value to offer. We
eventually allied ourselves with groups that controlled the Waihee Tunnel (a 1,500-foot dike
tunnel that provided water to Windward Oahu from Kahaluu to Kailua). They had their hands
full providing security for this source of water, and we had a labor force for hauling water,
disposing of sewage, seed gathering, bee keeping, engaging in agriculture and fishing
and many other activities. Our example of peaceful cooperation spread to other groups. We
found out that we were not alone or unique in approaching the crisis in this manner.
Cooperation was the means by which we survived until the carrying capacity of the land
was in equilibrium with our population density so that we all could thrive. We had overcome
our dependency upon imports and were now able to produce abundant food and goods
ourselves. We had achieved self-sufficiency with relative peace and maximum sharing of
goods. Of utmost importance was that we did not deny the need to adjust. We did not view
the period of adjustment or its aftermath to be a disaster, a “worse case scenario” or
“doomsday.” We simply took matters as they came and found ways to build for all of us lives
of sufficiency, identity, tranquility and love.

Afterword

So what do you think? Is that a plausible future? A preferred future? Are you preparing to
turn the possibly-ongoing collapse of the global political-economic system into a peaceful
and prosperous “New Beginnings” for you and your community?

In the short time since this essay was written and submitted to the editor and thence to
reviewers and back to us, awareness of a “new normal” has grown rapidly (Krugman, 2012;
Haque, 2013) – as have statements and actions of public figures denying it totally and
arguably making it worse (Hurst, 2013). Always a polarizing issue, the world seems to be
more intensely polarized about The Unholy Trinity, Plus One, than ever.

Several former officials in the energy, finance and environmental fields have made
statements strongly supporting the ideas underlying the “new normal” – after they have
retired (Ahmed, 2013). Like Albert Gore who did not have the courage to tell inconvenient
truths about the environment while he held very high offices in the US government and
might have been able to make appropriate policy changes – only telling the “truths” once
he was helplessly out of power – so no one we are aware of in significant public or private
office anywhere in the world now is advocating for any future other than continued
economic growth, perhaps with varying shades of a cosmetic “green” thrown in for good
measure.

This seems utter folly to us.

As a poster of the old Commission on the Future of the Australian Government once wisely
proclaimed (over an image of ocean waves lapping against the famous “sails” of the
Sydney Opera House):
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If we live as if it matters,
And it doesn’t matter,
It doesn’t matter.

If we live as if it doesn’t matter,
And it matters,
Then it matters

(Source: p. 32, In Future Magazine, December 1987, The Australian National Commission
on the Future).
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